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The monthly bar lunch and meeting will not be held in
July and will return in September, but the Editor strongly
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balanced day and will keep you from crashing in the late
afternoon.
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Disclaimer:
The information & various articles contained within this publication have not been checked for
accuracy. All opinions expressed
are those of the authors and do
not reflect the opinions of the Bar
Association, the Journal, or the
agents thereof.
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The President’s Column

By Guest Columnists Kirsten Barron and Lisa Saar

Whatcom County Goes to Silicon Valley
On April 4th, I attended the Future Law Conference 2019 in Palo
Alto hosted by Codex: The Stanford Center for Legal Informatics. I have mentioned Codex in an earlier article in this newsletter; it is a joint project between Stanford University’s School of
Law and its Computer Science Department. The palm trees and
Spanish architecture of Stanford’s campus did not disappoint
and neither did the conference’s lineup of topics and speakers.
The format for the conference was an opening talk, several
panel discussions on various topics throughout the day (including Q& A), and a closing
talk. There was plenty of time in between panel discussions and over meals to chat with
other attendees and speakers about a wide range of topics related to legal technology and
its impacts.
The speakers were academics, professors, lawyers, entrepreneurs, journalists, and engineers. One highlight was the Hon. Lee H. Rosenthal, Chief Judge of the U.S. District Court
for the Southern District of Texas. Judge Rosenthal was twice appointed – first by Chief
Justice Rehnquist, again by Chief Justice Roberts – to chair the advisory committee on the
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. Judge Rosenthal oversaw significant updates to the federal civil rules in 2006 regarding e-discovery and continues to be actively involved in issues related to law and technology. The rest of the speaker lineup was filled with leaders
from the “legal tech” world, with a notably international flavor including Matti Schneider
(Chief Innovation Officer at the Office of the French Ambassador for Digital Affairs), Jason
Tashea (Legal Affairs Writer, ABA Journal), Mike Lissner (Executive Director of the Free
Law Project) and Jay Mandal (former lead mergers and acquisitions lawyer at Apple and
Fulbright Scholar to India). The obviously academic feel of the conference was complimented well by the practical spirit and elevator-pitch enthusiasm of Silicon Valley entrepreneurship. Below are a few practical resources from speakers and contributors at the conference that may be of interest to our legal community here in Whatcom County. Happy exploring!
CodeX (https://law.stanford.edu/codex-the-stanford-center-for-legal-informatics/)
You can’t go wrong by simply checking out the CODEX homepage and using it as a
launchpad to many other resources for legal technology. There are email lists, links to various Codex social media pages (Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, etc.), and large archives of
past conferences and materials.
CodeX’s “Tech Index” (https://techindex.law.stanford.edu/)
In addition to Codex’s main page, the organization maintains a curated index of various le-
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gal tech start-ups, apps, products, websites, projects, companies, and non-profit organizations (currently at 1,186 entries). It is organized by topics such as Marketplace, Document Automation, Practice Management, and Legal Research. The index is regularly updated with new entries and easy to browse for many purposes, from general education to
shopping for new products for your law office.
Free Law Project (https://free.law/)
The Free Law Project (“FLP”) is a non-profit founded in 2013 that is dedicated to providing free, online access to primary legal sources. FLP is a major player in the movement
fighting for free, digital access to law, and has served a particularly important role in the
fight against the federal courts’ PACER system. Like many of the resources mentioned
above, FLP’s homepage (see above) is a great resource.
Twitter
Does it interest you to stay informed about tech developments that impact the legal profession? Do you have a Twitter account? Then “follow” the Twitter accounts below, representing some of the of the most innovative persons and organizations in the legal tech
world right now. They are providing daily updates, links, information, and insight into legal
tech. Follow them, follow who they follow, and retweet to your heart’s desire:
@codexstanford
@theprofarmitage
@adamziegler
@jamesondempsey
@nikzei
@computational
@digitallawyer
@sglassmeyer
@mlissner
@freelawproject
@jtashea

CodeX: Stanford Center for Legal Informatics
Alice Armitage (Director of Law & Tech., UC Hastings)
Adam Ziegler (Director, Library Innovation Lab, Harvard Law Library)
Jameson Dempsey (CodeX Fellow)
Nikki Ziechner (Attorney, Innovation Specialist for 18F)
Daniel Martin Katz (Professor, U. of Chicago-Kent School of Law)
Pieter Gunst (CEO, Legal.io; Entrepreneurial Fellow, CodeX)
Sarah Glassmeyer (ABA Center for Innovation)
Mike Lissner (Executive Director, Free Law Project)
Free Law Project (see above)
Jason Tashea (Legal Affairs Writer, ABA Journal)
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Classified Ads
Free to all WCBA members & firms in which all members
have paid their membership dues. $15 otherwise.
e-mail ad copy to:
rajeev@northwhatcomlaw.com
by the 15th of the preceding month

Office Space Available – Bellingham Towers - 119 N. Commercial Street – downtown! Just down
the street from City Hall, the Court House and the Federal Building. If interested please call 360-6471916 x 112 or email: robbi@hollanderinvestments.com. Conference room available for Rent to Tenants and Non-Tenants.
Looking for a fun dance band for your next party, fundraiser or other event? Lemon Creek performs songs by great women rockers and popsters of the last 4 decades. From Fleetwood Mac to Amy
Winehouse—Sheryl Crow to Lady Gaga to Garbage—with some interesting and fun detours along the
way. From the irresistible dance grooves of Blondie and Kylie Minogue, to the drama and intensity of
Concrete Blonde and The Cranberries—you will get up and dance! Lemon Creek is Lesley Rostron,
Jon Grover, Mike Rostron and Doug Hyldahl. Check us out at https://www.gigmasters.com/rock-band/
lemon-creek and https://www.facebook.com/pg/lemoncreekrock/about/
FAIRHAVEN LAW OFFICE FOR RENT Brett McCandlis Brown & Conner is moving downtown,
leaving their 2400 square foot suite with 7 offices, large conference room, reception area, work space,
and 2 bathrooms. Can be subdivided. Contact Dean Brett 1-360-593-9101 or brett@brettlaw.com

Looking for: AMAZING PARALEGAL. Do you want to work with good-natured professionals who treat each other like family? We are a small, low stress law firm with a comprehensive
rural practice serving a cosmopolitan clientele from both sides of the border seeking an experienced,
intelligent paralegal. Background in property transactions, civil litigation, and/or probate desired.
Prior exposure to family law and criminal law a plus, but not required. Wage depending on experience. Transportation stipend available for commuters to Blaine. Comprehensive benefits package
available. Send resume and cover letter to Rajeev@northwhatcomlaw.com with subject line
“Paralegal job.” Don’t delay, looking to fill position asap.
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Beer & Justice Op-Ed

By Guest Columnists Kirsten Barron and Lisa Saar

Only 24% of Washingtonians who need legal aid can access it. But, three-quarters of all low-income
people in our state face at least one civil legal problem each year – and the average family in poverty
faces more than nine, because a lack of access to legal representation leaves problems unresolved and
compounding. Top civil legal issues include domestic violence, eviction, immigration, veteran benefits, and more.
Civil legal aid can break cycles of poverty, but only with adequate resources to secure access to our
courts and legal assistance for everyone. In Whatcom County, members of the legal community have
been providing pro bono services and cash donations to help people in crisis for years. About 30% of
the Whatcom bar supports the Campaign for Equal Justice and we are asking all attorneys, law firms,
and community members to join us to provide justice for all.
LAW Advocates (Legal Assistance by Whatcom Advocates) serves more than 1,000 clients per year
in Whatcom and Island Counties. The small staff leverages the generosity of the community in order
to provide much needed legal advice and representation, including in family law clinics, homeless
shelter services, and rural services. In 2017, local attorneys dedicated more than 1,500 pro bono
hours to the program, and fundraising efforts raised more than $125,000 from our community.
We’re proud to continue building support for this critical program with the upcoming Bellingham
Beer & Justice fundraiser on July 11. Hosted by the Campaign for Equal Justice, our state’s coordinated fund drive for legal aid, the event will bring around 60 local supporters to Boundary Bay Brewery at 5 p.m. to hear from one of Washington’s leading advocates for civil justice, Judge J. Wesley
Saint Clair. Drinks and snacks will be provided and there will be a chance to donate to expand access
to legal aid.
Judge Saint Clair, who retired earlier this year after a long career on the King County District, Superior and Juvenile Courts, is renowned for his work on drug rehabilitation and limiting youth detention. He knows firsthand how important equal representation is to the functioning of our court system, and the difference a positive result in a civil case can make on a person’s life.
We’re grateful for advocates like Judge Saint Clair and the many dedicated attorneys who donate
their time to fill the gaps in our justice system. LAW Advocates is not alone – programs funded by
the Campaign for Equal Justice directly served 31,000 families in 2018, and an estimated 2.1 million
people benefit from policies enacted because of the legal community’s investment in the fight for
equal justice.
Please join us July 11 to increase legal assistance for people experiencing poverty. Learn more about
our movement for justice at www.legalfoundation.org.
Kirsten Barron
Campaign Board Member
Partner, Barron Smith Daugert

Lisa Saar
Campaign Board Member
Principal, Law Office of Lisa Saar
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Pro Bono Connection
We Need Your Help This Summer:

Sign up for Street Law @ The Library!

Help your low-income neighbors.
Earn 3 free CLE credits.
Saturdays 1:00 — 4:00 pm
July 6th
July 20th
August 3rd
August 17th
September 7th
September 21st
Contact nikki@lawadvocates.org
or 360-671-6079 x10

Thank You May Volunteer
Attorneys!*
Maren Anderson
Kathryn Berger
Olivia Burkland
Aaron Brinckerhoff

Attention Family Law Attorneys: Want to
help a vulnerable immigrant family?
LAW Advocates needs 6 hours of your time
to help with a Special Immigrant Juvenile
Status case.
Learn more about Special Immigrant
Juveniles here: https://www.uscis.gov/green-card/sij

Katti Esp
Erin Glass

Nancy Ivarinen
Kathy Marshall
Colin Morrow
Jennifer Roberts
Lisa Saar
*as of press time

No immigration law experience required or
expected.
To learn more and see if this could be a
good match for you, please contact
nikki@lawadvocates.org
or 360-671-6079 x10
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Todd Allen, Rajeev Majumdar, & Jennifer Slattery
present:

The 6th Annual Family Law Summer BBQ

Proclamation for party on: Saturday, September 7, 2019 at noon.
To All Who Practice the Esteemed Art of Domestic Relations Law ( and

allied/interested individuals, bar members, paralegals, and judicial officers):

From time-to-time, for the good of the profession, for the good of ourselves, and for a little delightful hedonism, the Whatcom County Family
Law Bar should meet and enjoy each other's company under most amicable circumstances.

With that in mind, I call you to our SIXTH ANNUAL GATHERING located at the private sanctuary of Rajeev Majumdar (in Bellingham, not
Blaine!).
We will have hot dogs, hamburgers and beverages both alcoholic and
non-alcoholic. It would be great if you could bring a side, vegetarian
alternatives, drink(s) to share or a dessert(s). Did I mention drinks to
share? That would be good.

I will also try to send out an Evite to last year’s invitees, but understand I am really terrible at it;
and always leave important people off; you really ought to contact me.
This event shall be known as “The Great 2019 Conclave of Domestic Relations Practitioners.”
All legal disputes,1 weapons and frowns will be left in the gatehouse before crossing the bridge.
The bridge to cross is located at the Fortress of Solitude, located at 4029 Willowbrook Lane in Bellingham.

~R!

Répondez s'il vous plait to Rajeev@northwhatcomlaw.com 2

Endnotes
1– This includes disputes over theory between traditional and collaborative law practitioners!
2– I’ll probably respond by sending you an evite so I can try to make the food calculations correct,
but I understand not everyone’s computers are evite friendly, so when you RSVP, please give me a
body count if you are bringing a retinue.
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Ramblings of a Small Time Country
Lawyer

“Do you want to

How to Hire a Mary Poppins
Paralegal?

attorney in charge

~By Rajeev!

Subtitle: Help!

speak to the

or the paralegal

So, when you work in a very small firm it is difficult on many levels when an employee has to leave. You
may have noticed I put an ad in the classifieds looking to
hire a paralegal (page 4). This is the first staff member
to leave in 8 years, and the last time we hired someone it
was that same employee- so we don’t get a lot of turnover. I like to think that it is (in at least a small part) a
very familial environment, to which there are both ad- ~At some point: the internal
vantages and disadvantages. As you know, you can’t dialogue of every paralegal ever.
just interview and replace family members very easilythose types of relationships take time to build.

who knows what’s

actually going on?”

Yet… here I go, not knowing how to replace an irreplaceable human being. All I know is that I
would like to hire the Mary Poppins of paralegals, “Practically Perfect in Every Way.”
Step 1: Write ad:
“Wanted: a telepathic human with a photographic memory and recall of court
rules, case law, various contradictory things I have said. Also, the person should
be very pleasant, available 24/7, preemptively prevent me from putting my foot in
the mouth, not bring tuna fish sandwiches to work, enjoy taking me on walks, and
play the harp for me while leading me on guided meditations.”
Step 2: Crumple up first attempt at ad. Clearly, my first attempt at an ad may be too specific.
But it is a tough role to play- this is a person you have to depend on to help run your practice and
take care of the trust your clients have extended. I need to be open to new human beings in my life,
so maybe it would be okay if someone brought a tuna fish sandwich to work, but ate it outside and
had a specific and detailed protocol of mouthwash and tooth brushing? Okay, okay, maybe I should
at least try to be productive about this.
Step 3: What do you need? Great place to start. I can take a look at what the valued departing
employee was doing: real property transactions and estate planning. So I definitely can put those
down, but are there things that person was doing that we don’t want to do anymore, or other areas
we need more support for? An employee change is a good opportunity to consider new possibilities.
I would really love someone who had experience managing complex civil litigation or complex
business transactions, maybe even someone with exposure to state taxations consequences. Okay,
great, I am stretching my mind appropriately now. I should also probably look at the things other
staff are covering, and think about re-arranging people’s assignments. So, while I wasn’t originally
thinking about hiring for family law or criminal law in particular, those would be plusses, if I were
(Continued on page 11)
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(Continued from page 10)

going to re-arrange. After all, a small-town general practice fields a lot of bases. For some people, that would be an anxiety-inducing turnoff; for others, the variety is interesting. I want to hire
the latter type of person.
Step 4: What do you need that you don’t know you need? Great question, but how do I know
what I don’t know I need? Oh, you mean the things you can’t write in a job description? Oh,
certainly, let’s see: The person should tolerate swearing; they should enjoy discussing movies;
they must say GOOD MORNING! with a smile in the morning; oh, and maybe they should have
the ability to not discuss politics in the office or get into fights with clients about it; and…. uh,
must… um, must be a kind person. Well, this is starting to look more like my first attempt at an
ad, but replacing someone is hard to do.
Step 5: What should they know about us? I don’t think this can go in a job description, and
maybe it is not even something that can be communicated as opposed to learned, but when I look
for candidates it would be nice if they were looking for a community. Afterall, birthdays are important, as is our intimate home-cooked Christmas dinner and our workplace anniversaries.
Someone who could tolerate my silliness and surrealism. Someone who could forgive attorneys
who run late. We would want someone interested in sharing labor together and collaborating,
someone who cares about people… this is starting to sound a lot like the Banks Children’s Job
Description Letter for Mary Poppins! There is that silliness I mentioned before.
Step 6: Boil all of that down into 3 lines. Let’s see, cut out all my nonsense… “Do you want
to work with good-hearted people who like each other? Small close-knit law firm with general
practice seeks experienced and intelligent self-starter with background in property transactions,
civil litigation, and/or probate. Prior exposure to family law and criminal law a plus, but not required.” Good enough description for the classifieds at least, while I work on a fuller job description. Oh wait… the other lawyers in the firm want input and to revise? Sigh… lawyers…
I’m sure the paralegals out there will understand.
Step 7: Panic. It’s okay. Life is long. Change is the only constant. Everyone will be okay.
Steps 8 and 9: Magically find brilliant lateral candidates willing to come to a small town, and
interview them. Interviews are the worst, because really, we all know sociopaths are good at interviews and some excellent workers can be terrible at them. Resumes can be deceiving and references untrustworthy and with mixed motives. So it all comes down to your ability or the ability of your delegated authority to judge a human being that you really have very little way of
knowing anything genuine about, and then making the right choice as to who you are going to
have a very close working relationship with and depend on for just about anything. No Pressure.
Step 10: ?????
Step 11: Profit!!!!?
There, now you know the steps you need to take to replace an irreplaceable paralegal you depend
on and respect- if you face this problem, feel free to give me a call and I’ll let you know how
well my plan went! ~R!
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FAIRHAVEN
LAW OFFICE FOR RENT
Brett McCandlis Brown &
Conner is moving downtown,
leaving their 2400 square foot
suite with 7 offices, large conference room, reception area,
work space, and 2 bathrooms.
Can be subdivided.

Contact Dean Brett 1-360-5939101 or dbrett@brettlaw.com
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You are reading this aren’t you?
You too, should be advertising
right...
HERE!
New and Old Sponsors… did you know
as of today, if you pay your sponsorship for 6
months or more in the WCBJ, you get a 5%
discount? If you pay for a year or more, you
get a 10% discount!!!! Who knows what the
Editor will offer you if you want to pay for a

decade in advance?!!!!!!!!
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Grow your business with
our
all-inclusive offices!

Stop by for a Tour
Today!
We also have
virtual
options!
Executive Offices include everything to meet your
business needs, all in one place!
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reception Services with Custom Scripted Greeting
Tailored to Your Needs
All Utilities Included
Fully Furnished
On-Site Mail Reception
Advanced Copy & Print Center
On-Demand Conference Rooms, Ready When You
Are
1313 E. Maple St. Suite 201, Bellingham, WA 98225
www.thegatewaycentre.com — 360.685.4200
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Court Reporting & Real-time Specialists
Court Approved Audio Transcription
We Offer Premier
Certified Court Reporters
Video Conference
Transcriptionist
Conference Rooms
Videographer Services
Transcription of Audio/Video Files, from all formats
Easy Online Scheduling
We look forward to meeting all your Court Reporting
and Transcription needs.
360-671-6298
info@corpolongoandassociates.com
or visit us at
Corpolongo.net
Serving Western Washington Since 1985
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WCBA MONTHLY MEETING – June 2019
6/5/19

Whatcom County Bar Association
Monthly Meeting
Northwood Hall – Bellingham, Washington
Call to Order – (Secretary Jennifer Slattery presiding over meeting in absence of President and
VP)
Introduction of Guests
Mike Brodsky introduced his Rule 9 intern for the summer, Haley
Mike Wilson, new attorney in town practicing IP Law
Bob Butler announced that Stephen Jackson (currently at Whatcom County PD) is joining Butler Beschen
Tim Sturtz introduced himself: Non-attorney
Recognition of Judicial Officers: None present
Approval of May 2019 Meeting Minutes: approved
Treasurer’s Report
Approval of Treasurer’s Report – approved
Motion to make $2,000 donation to Meridian Mock Trial team;
2 amendments to motion: 1st amendment, for consideration of donations to the mock trial team at the beginning of each year and 2nd amendment, for consideration of ALL organizations’ donations each year at the beginning of the year – Comments made by Michael Heatherly regardingin donations
Voted and Approved motion as amended
Upcoming Events/Announcements
LAW Advocates:
May 1 – Law Day breakfast – raised approximately $25,000
May 11 was the mountain biking fundraiser ending at Wander – there were 29 riders
this year raising money for LAW Advocates
Upcoming Events:
July 11 – Beer & Justice: Campaign for Equal Justice event at Boundary Bay, 5 p.m.
LTO auction on Friday October 18 at BTC (same place as last year
SPEAKER: Carla Higginson, District 2 Governor with WSBA Board of Governors
Meeting Adjourned

RESORT TO CHEAP SELF-PROMOTION!

Advertise in
the Newsletter
Admit it. You read the ads in the Newsletter to see what’s
going on. So does everyone else. If you have a service to
offer to your colleagues in the local legal community — or
if you just want to show off — you won’t find a cheaper,
easier way to do it.

1/8-page . . . $35/mo.
2.46”H x 3.86”W

1/4-page . . . $50/mo.
5.00”H x 3.86” W

1/2-page . . . $75/mo.
5.00” H x 7.90” W

full page . . . $100/mo.

1/2

10.00” H x 7.90” W

1/8

And it’s easy to place your ad

E-mail your ad as an MS Word .docx, MS Publisher .pub, .JPG,
.GIF or .pdf file to:
rajeev@northwhatcomlaw.com
We’ll get it in the next issue and bill you. Pre-size the ad if you
know how. Otherwise, tell us the size you want. Questions? Email Editor Rajeev at the above e-mail address, or call (360)
332-7000 .

1/4

